
Mark schemes

(a)     (i)
 

two forces opposing (1)
forces parallel (1)
s correct (1)

1

(ii)     N m (1)
(4)

(b)     (i)      anticlockwise moments = clockwise moments (1)

(ii)     weight of beam acts at centre (1)
this is through the pivot (1)

(3)

(c)     (equating moments gives) 400 × 1.0 = 200 × 0.50 + 250 × d (1)
∴ 400 – 100 = 250 × d and d = 1.2 m (1)

(2)

[9]

(a)     sum of clockwise moments equals sum of anticlockwise moments (1)
for a body in equilibrium (1)

2

2

(b)     point in the body through which the weight / mass (appears to) acts
[or point where resultant torque / moment is zero]
[or point where body would balance] (1)

1

(c)     (i)      towards A (1)
so that weight of ruler (1)
provides balancing moment (1)

(ii)     (moments about pivot give) 1.0 × (0.30 – d) = 0.50 × d (1)
1.5 d = 0.30 and d = 0.20 m (1)

5

[8]

(a)     (i)      resultant force acting on tray is zero [or P + W = Q] (1)
resultant torque is zero
[or correct moments equation
or anticlockwise moments = clockwise moments] (1)

(ii)     W= 0.12 × 9.81 = 1.2N (1) (1.18N)

3
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(iii)     (taking moments about P gives)
Q × 0.1 = 0.12 × 9.81 × 0.25 (1)
Q = 2.9 N (2.94 N) (1)
P = 2.9 – 1.2 = 1.7 N (1) (or 2.94 – 1.18 = 1.76 N)
(allow C.E. for values of W and Q)

6

(b)     placed at Q (1)
no additional turning moment about Q (1)

2

[8]

(a)     product of the force and the perpendicular distance (1)
reference to a point/pivot (1)

2

(b)     (i)      since W is at a greater distance from A (1)
then W must be less than P if moments are to be equal (1)

(ii)     P must increase (1)
since moment of girl’s weight increases as she moves from A to B (1)
correct statement about how P changes
(e.g. P minimum at A, maximum at B, or P increases in a
linear fashion) (1)

max 4

[6]

4

(a)     the point (in a body) (1)

where the weight (or gravity) of the object appears to act

[or resultant torque zero] (1)
2

5

(b)     (i)      P × 0.90 = 160 × 0.50 (1)
P = 89 N (88.9 N)

(ii)     Q = (160 − 89) = 71 N (1)
(allow C.E. for value of P from (i))

3

(c)     (minimum) force × 0.10 = 160 × 0.40 (1)

force = 640 N (1)
2

(d)     force is less (1)

because distance to pivot is larger (1)

smaller force gives large enough moment (1)
3

[10]
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(a)     resultant force zero (1)
resultant torque about any point zero (1)

2

6

(b)     (i)      force due to wire P = 5.0 - 2.0 = 3.0 N (1)

(ii)     (moments give) 5.0 × d = 2.0 × 0.90 (1)
d= 0.36 m (1)

3

[5]

B

[1]
7

A

[1]
8

C

[1]
9

D

[1]
10
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Examiner reports

Part (a) was well answered and full explanations were often given although a minority defined
moment rather than torque. Most candidates were familiar with the unit of the torque of a couple.

Answers to part (b) were generally appropriate although some candidates did find it difficult to
explain clearly why the weight of the beam did not need to be considered. The calculation in part
(c) was done well by all but the weakest of candidates.

1

As with the question on moments in previous examination papers, this question was usually
answered well, although explanations as to why the pivot should be moved to the right tended to
be a little vague. In general, attempts at the calculation in part (c) were well done and balancing
of moments seems to be a well understood concept.

2

The first question on the paper was done well and candidates coped with the moments
calculation in an impressive way. They performed less confidently in part (a)(i) where the majority
of candidates only gave one of the necessary conditions for equilibrium. In part (b) the majority of
candidates knew intuitively that the drinking glass should be placed at the point Q. Explaining
why this was the case proved more of a challenge.

3

This question proved to be a success with excellent discrimination and good accessibility. In part
(a) most candidates defined the moment of a force although some did lapse into woolly
explanations of the effects of moments.

Part (b) worked well, with candidates of all abilities making a good attempt at sorting out the
relationship between the forces P and W. The better candidates made good use of Physics
principles and expressed themselves cogently.

4

Candidates found this question not very accessible. This was probably due to the trolley having
two sets of wheels in contact with the ground as opposed to only one set in the previous paper.
This meant that unless candidates were familiar with this type of problem, there was no obvious
pivot point about which to take moments. This unfamiliarity was noticeable in the calculations for
part (b), which caused difficulties for large numbers of candidates, and it was clear that not all
centres had given candidates experience of this type of question on moments. Part (c) proved to
be even more difficult and only the more able candidates were able to calculate the force
necessary to lift the front wheels off the ground. Part (d) was answered consistently better, with
even less able candidates explaining why the required force would be less than that in part (c).

5

The January 2006 examination paper contained a question on moments that was answered very
poorly. The evidence from this paper is that candidates had learned from the earlier question and
consequently answered this question very well indeed. Many scored full marks with the only
significant omission being a second condition for equilibrium.

6

This moments calculation proved to be very challenging, with only 17% of students selecting the
correct answer. Distractors A and B were the most popular incorrect answers with each being
selected by approximately 35% of students. This error was caused by students disregarding the
weight of the uniform metre rule.
Students should be encouraged to read the question carefully and include all forces and their
respective distances to the pivot before undertaking any moments calculation.

9

43.0% correct10
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